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Abstract: In this study, we introduce a framework of digital rights management based on RFID (Radio 
Frequency Identification), which is an automatic identification technology that can be used to provide 
electronic identity to an item/object and fingerprinting to protect digital  content that is integrated into 
IOTP (Internet Open Trading Protocol), which is an interoperable framework for electronic commerce 
applications and services. We depict a framework in three phases, buying digital rights, using digital rights 
and transferring digital right. Also, we introduce a rights insertion, rights verification and rights transfer 
phase for IOTP. In such a system, an RFID tag is embedded in each digital medium. When such a medium, 
containing digital content, is purchased from merchant, information will be scramb led and stored in the 
embedded RFID tag and license administrator database. A compatible player with RFID reader and 
fingerprinting can authenticate license holder and check originality of digital medium, then play back the 
copyright protected content.
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INTRODUCTION

Today most newly created textual, photographic, 
audio and video content is available in digital form. 
Even older content that was not born digital can
relatively be converted to machine-readable formats 
easily. At the same time, the world has become more 
networked, making it easy to transfer digital content 
from one person to another. The combination of
technological progress in both digitization and
computer networking has been a challenge for
traditional ways of managing intellectual property.
Some observers have even questioned whether current 
models for intellectual property can or should survive in 
a digital world [1].

Digital Rights Management (DRM) prevents
unauthorized use of digital files (in any format-sound,
images, text, documents or data) and/or identifies the 
source of such use [2], Moreover can satisfy the content 
providers by encrypting digital content and limiting 
access to only those people who have acquired a proper 
license to use the content [3, 4]. DRM is basically 
defined  as  an  aggregation  of security methodologies 
to protect the interests of the contents owners so that 
they may maintain persistent ownership and control of 
their contents [5, 6].

As preceding technologies, there are watermarking 
and fingerprinting applied for DRM. Watermarking is 

used for copy control, content identification and
tracing. In DRM, content is vulnerable to attacks at the 
end-user system. So watermarking can be taken
advantage of detecting illegal copies of content that 
have been unprotected by such attacks [7]. On the other 
hand, fingerprinting is characterizing the content such 
as images, audio and text based on its representation 
and matching it to an entry in a database [8, 7].
Typically, fingerprinting has two processes. Firstly, in 
training phase, characteristic features of the content are 
extracted and compacted for an entry into a database. 
Secondly, in recognition phase, pattern recognition is 
performed to match the fingerprint of a given content to 
an entry in the database [5].

As one of the researches on DRM with RFID, it is 
being developed a system comprised of DVDs
embedded with RFID tags and DVD players embedded 
with RFID readers. The tagged DVD plays in the
RFID-enabled players only if the reader authenticates 
the DVD’s tag [9, 10].

In our research we proposed a digital rights
management (DRM) system in the context of the
Internet Open Trading Protocol (IOTP) for electronic 
commerce applications and services. In this DRM,
RFID has been used as a tool for helping digital rights 
management. In  achieving  digital rights management 
in IOTP, we use-the content distributor-in the
infrastructure of IOTP and two rights related phases the 
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rights insertion phase and the rights verification phase-
from [8, 9] and we introduced a new party-rights
transfer phase-to facilitate rights management.

The major difference between our proposed rights 
management system and other existing rights
management systems is that our system operates in the 
IOTP domain, which could be a trend and standard for 
many online business and trading services.

In this study we describe the IOTP and the role of 
RFID in our proposed framework and in the last we 
introduced a framework that consists of (i) Buying 
digital content phase (ii) Using digital content phase 
(iii) Transfer digital rights phase.

IOTP AS AN E-COMMERCE TRADING 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Internet Open Trading Protocol (IOTP) [11] is an 
interoperable framework for Internet commerce. IOTP 
provides a virtual environment for many trading
methods, such as buying, selling, value, exchange and 
so on. It identifies five major trading roles, i.e.,
consumer, merchant, payment handler, delivery handler 
and customer care provider. Their relationships are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The consumer and merchant are 
basically the buyer and seller, respectively. A payment 
handler provides independent and encapsulated
systems, such as SET, Mondex, CyperCash, DigiCash, 
GeldKarte, etc., while the customer care provider is 
involved in consumer dispute negotiation and resolution 
on behalf of the merchant. In addition, a delivery
handler  delivers  the  goods  or  services  to  the 
consumer [8].

Baseline transactions: In the IOTP specification,
trading over the Internet can be classified into eight 
different types of transactions, i.e., authentication,
deposit,  purchase,  refund, withdrawal, value exchange, 

ping and transaction status inquiry. They are referred to 
as the baseline transactions.

Based on their natures, these baseline transactions 
are further categorized into three groups: authentication 
transaction, payment-related transaction and checking 
transaction. An authentication transaction allows one 
party to identify its counter party using a variety of 
authentication methods. A payment-related transaction 
provides deposit, purchase, refund, withdrawal and
value exchange. A checking transaction checks the
correct transaction status and detects whether the server 
involved is still active.

Let us consider the major workflow involved in 
purchasing a product over the Internet using IOTP as 
shown in Fig. 2. A consumer who wants to purchase a 
product over the Internet first submits a valid user name 
and password through the baseline authentication
transaction. The consumer then chooses a suitable
payment method through the baseline purchase
transaction. The baseline purchase transaction offers 
two different payment methods: brand-independent
payment and brand-dependent payment. The brand 
independent payment offers consumers flexibility in 
selecting a payment brand and protocol, while the
brand-dependent payment restricts consumers to a
particular payment brand and protocol. For example, in 
the brand-dependent payment, the consumer may
choose from different payment methods, such as Visa 
or MasterCard credit cards, before buying the product. 
In the brand-independent payment, the merchant
chooses the payment method. After the payment has 
been made, the payment handler issues a payment 
receipt to the consumer. The consumer forwards the 
payment receipt to the delivery handler and the delivery 
handler delivers goods or provides services. IOTP
supports both Business-to-Business (B2B) and
Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models. The baseline
transactions defined in IOTP support the most common

Fig. 1: Different trading roles in IOTP [8]
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Fig. 2: Workflows of baseline transaction in IOTP [8]

Fig. 3: Two methods in the proposed DRM [10]

trading logistics over the Internet, such as purchases
and refunds. The baseline transaction identifies four 
major scenarios of data exchange among different
trading roles. Each scenario is regarded as a trading 
exchange in the baseline transaction. The four trading 
exchanges are listed as follows: 

Offer Trading Exchange: An offer trading exchange 
results in the merchant providing the consumer with an 
offer of trade to occur. This is called an offer exchange 
because the consumer must accept the offer in order to 
continue the trade.

Payment Trading Exchange: A payment trading
exchange results in a payment of some kind between 
the consumer and the payment handler. This may occur 
in either direction. 

Delivery Trading Exchange: A delivery trading
exchange transmits either the online goods or delivery 
information about physical goods from the delivery 
handler to the consumer. 

Authentication Trading Exchange: An authentication 
trading exchange can be used by any participant in the 
transaction to authenticate the identity of another party. 

IOTP transactions are basically composed of
various combinations of these trading exchanges. For 
example, an IOTP purchase transaction includes offer, 
payment and delivery trading exchanges. In another 
example, an IOTP value exchange transaction is
composed of an offer trading exchange and two
payment trading exchanges. A new transaction can be 
derived from the baseline transaction. For example, a 
rights insertion phase [8] in the  offer  trading exchange 

Methods on Application of Ubiquitous Computing in U-DRM
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Fig. 4: Method based on digital mediums in the proposed DRM [10]

to include a new transaction for buying digital music 
protected   by  digital  rights.  We  must  note  here  that 
IOTP is designed to support major trading scenarios 
over the Internet. However, digital rights management 
is not explicitly addressed in the specification [11]
although it is a growing concern for electronic
commerce merchants and consumers and is, in fact, 
closely related to electronic trading and transactions [8].

USING RFID AS A TOOL FOR DIGITAL 
RIGHTS MANAGEMENT

In digital rights management systems, we need 
some methods to checking authorization of content 
consumer and checking originality of content. We use 
RFID as a tool for digital rights management (DRM), 
wherein technologies are employed to protect media 
files from unauthorized use. To actualize this, we used 
tow method for authorize content consumer and check 
originality of content (Fig. 3) and We adopt mediums of 
digital content with RFID tags and a player with a
RFID reader from [9] for first method and
fingerprinting of digital content from [10] for second.

Method based on digital mediums: This method
embed mediums with an RFID tag and players with an 
RFID reader so that the tagged mediums would play 
only in RFID-enabled players and only if the reader 
could authenticate the medium's tag (Fig. 4). Through 
this structure, digital contents will be authenticated and 
its play will be authorized. In the RFID tags attached to 
digital mediums, we store information related to the
digital contents such as a tag id, the content meta-data
and fingerprint as a reference. When the digital medium 
is put into the player with a RFID reader, the RFID 
reader checks whether the use of the digital contents 
contained in the digital medium is authorized or not. Of 
course, this confirmation process is on the basis of 
elements from the content meta-data [9, 10].

Method based on digital contents: The goal of this 
subsection is check originality of content. In this
method that work based on digital content, we use 
fingerprinting as a tool for content based identification. 
It characterizes the digital content based on its
representation such as feature or signals and matches 
the result to an entry in a database. Content provider 
use  a  function  for creating fingerprint of digital
content. After using function on digital content, output 
(fingerprint)  will  write  on  RFID  and function will 
send  to  license  administrator  to  be  stored and be 
used when content consumer want to employ digital 
content (Fig. 5). 

When a medium is inserted into a player with a 
RFID reader, its RFID tag is identified by the player. 
And from the URL stored in the RFID tag, the player 
downloads the function which was used to create the 
fingerprint by the content provider. With the
downloaded function, a fingerprint is calculated by the 
player from the digital content stored in the digital
medium. And the player compares it to the fingerprint 
of the original digital content stored as a reference in 
the RFID tag. 

By these steps, we check if a digital content in a
digital medium is original or not. This method is
effective in a sense that it guarantees the digital
content’s originality in a more precise way. If the
copied  digital  content  has  a  RFID  tag copied from 
the  RFID  tag  of  the  original  digital content, the 
player  may  not  be  able  to  verify  that  it  is  an 
illegal copy only with a method based on digital
medium.  That’s  because  the  copied RFID tag may 
have  the  same  values of  elements  as  the original 
one.  However, if a player compares directly
‘fingerprint  of  the  original content stored as a
reference in the RFID tag’ to ‘fingerprint calculated 
based   on   the   digital   content  in  the  current  digital 
medium with the downloaded function’, we can avoid 
such a tragedy.

Digital Mediums such as CD, DVD, and 
Memory Card

From the RFID tag of the medium, the player:

Checks if the user has the authority to access the digital contents

Checks how many times the digital contents have been used

Decrypts the enciphered the digital contents with decryption key

Downloads other information after connecting to the license issuing system

Information Stored in a RFID tag are:

Tag ID

Content meta-data

Supply Chain data

A Player with a RFID reader
RFID Tag
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Fig. 5: Method based on digital contents in the proposed DRM [10]

Fig. 6: Process of packing digital contents for DRM [10]

In this method based on digital contents, the RFID 
tag attached on the digital medium contains information
related to the digital contents such as a tag id,
fingerprint of the original content as a reference. And it 
also stores the difference between the original
fingerprint and the calculated fingerprint. The roles of a 
player here are similar to the subsection of method 
based on digital [10]. 

Process of packaging digital contents: As a
prerequisite to realize both methods of DRM in the 
subsections of digital mediums and digital contents, a 
process of packaging digital contents needs to be
defined as shown in the Fig. 6. Firstly, digital contents 
are stored in some kinds of digital mediums such as 
CD, DVD and a memory card. And the digital mediums 
are embedded with RFID tags, which contain
information related to two methods of DRM described 
previously. To sum up from the previous subsections, 
they  are Tag ID,  the  content  meta-data,  supply  chain 

data, fingerprint as a reference and difference between a 
reference and the calculated fingerprint. In addition to 
the RFID tag, we insert watermarks to the physical 
bodies of the digital mediums such as CD and DVD if 
necessary [10].

INTEGRATING IOTP WITH DRM

In this section, we will integrate proposed digital 
rights management system with IOTP which was
described in previous section. In this DRM, RFID has
been used as a tool for helping digital rights
management. Integrating phase consists of: (i) Buying 
digital content phase (ii) Using digital content phase 
(iii) Transferring digital rights phase.

In the first phase, customer intends to buy a digital 
content from a merchant. After buying process, related 
information acquired from customer, is inserted into 
RFID tag and then RFID tag will be attached on
medium  which  contains  digital  content. In the second 
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Fig. 7: Process of the Buying digital content phase

phase, license holder wants to use digital content and 
for this purpose, license and originality of digital
content should be verified by license administrator.
After that, if approved, license holder can use digital 
content. In the third phase, license of bought digital 
content by a consumer will be transferred to another 
person.

Buying digital content phase: This phase starts with 
venture of customer to specified digital content. As 
shown in Fig. 7 customer send message of offer
information for a particular digital content to merchant. 
And merchant need to authenticate customer and offer 
Authentication request. Customer sends his digital
certificate as an Authentication response. After
customer identity was realized, merchant and customer 
will change a pair of offer document exchange that 
contains complete information of digital content,
desired license and quantity. Up to this point, merchant 
has acquired related information and is ready to
customer’s payment for digital content. Customer
specifies method of payment and the message of
payment exchange that contains price will be responded 
by customer.

Upon receiving payment confirmation, merchant 
provides  required  information to license Administrator 

Fig. 8: Process of the Using digital content

and RFID tag. Blackbox function will be used to take a 
fingerprint from digital content and with required
information will encrypt with consumer public key and 
then insert into RFID tag. In addition, merchant send 
this information, (fingerprint and Blackbox function) to 
license administrator to create an account for customer 
and insert in database because license administrator 
needs this data in the verification phase. The RFID tag 
that contains information will attach on medium and is 
prepared to be sent to customer (license holder).
Merchant will use a content distributer to deliver
bought medium to consumer.

Using digital content phase: In the continuance of
integrating DRM with IOTP, we add following phases 
to IOTP to facilitate doing transactions in the proposed 
environment: (i) Digital rights verification request, (ii) 
Digital rights verifications response, (iii) Digital rights 
verifications status, (iv) Usage information update. This 
phase involves two parties: the license holder and the 
license administrator. The license holder is the
consumer who holds a license for using digital content.

As soon as license holder inserts a digital medium 
into the player with RFID reader, this phase will start
function. As shown in the Fig. 8, after that the data is 
read  from  RFID, the  player  need  to decrypt data. For 
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doing this, player send need verification to license
administrator and license administrator send a Digital
rights verification request to license holder containing 
parameters that specifies type of needed data for
verification. License holder can provide Digital rights 
verification response by RFID data’s and send it back 
in an IOTP message block. Based on received data, 
license administrator checks it with the Data base. The 
result will be sent to license holder as Digital rights 
verification status. If the result is positive, it means that 
the digital content in the digital medium is authorized, 
but for checking originality of digital medium, license 
administrator attach the fingerprint function (Blackbox) 
to the Digital rights verification status. By receiving the 
status, license holder makes a new finger print from 
digital medium with Blackbox and compares it with 
original fingerprint on the RFID. If both are the same, 
digital content will be read by player for the license 
holder. After every use of digital content by license 
holder, player sends a set of information (piece of 
digital content has been read, duration of reading, type 
of digital content and the number of times has been read 
by license holder) to license administrator and will be 
saved in license holder account. Gathering this
information can be employed to discover consumption 
behavior for using in customer relationship
management.  Based   on   the   identified  consumption 

behavior, license administrator can provide
personalized services to customers. Besides, license
administrator can apply consumption behavior analysis 
of content consumers to realize that which type of
digital content is more used, which content consumer 
makes use of what type of digital content and send 
result of analysis to content creator and merchant to 
make a set of better policies in producing, offering and 
distributing of digital content. Therefore, by using the 
analyzed data, we can calculate how popular the digital 
content is and uses it as a reference to create more 
popular contents.

Transferring digital rights phase: In this Digital
rights system we proposed that digital rights can be 
transfer from a person to another one. With transfer 
digital rights, account of license seller on the license 
administrator data base will be disabled and a new
account will be created for license buyer. For this 
target, we need a third party to communicate with both 
of license seller and license buyer and provide required 
data to creating new account and disabling seller’s 
account and coordinating with license administrator.
We embrace merchant as a third party. To facilitate 
rights transfer under the IOTP framework, we introduce 
a new transaction type, called rights transfer
transaction, which consists mainly of:

• Digital Rights Transfer Request: from a license
buyer to merchant that specifies a license buyer to 
rights transferring.

• Digital Rights Transfer Response: from merchant 
to license seller informs status of rights transfer to 
license seller.

• Digital Rights Receive Request: from license buyer 
to merchant to specifying license seller to rights 
transfer.

• Digital Rights Receive Response: from merchant to 
license buyer that report end of process

• Digital Rights update: from merchant to license 
administrator that recommend license seller to
disabling his/her account and license buyer to 
create a new account and also send required data.

As shown in Fig. 9 license seller send a Rights
transfer request to merchant and identifies license
buyer. Also, license buyer sends Rights receive request
to merchant and introduces himself to receive rights. 
Now, merchant treats with license buyer like a
customer in subsection of buying digital content. To 
license buyer authenticate, an authentication request
will be sent to license buyer. To respond authentication 
request, buyer sends his/her digital certificate to
merchant.   Now,   merchant  knows  license  buyer  and 
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acquires required data by Offer document exchange 
from license buyer. When account of license seller is 
disabling, further, seller’s medium is unusable and
license buyer need a new medium with new data in 
medium’s RFID. For rights transfer, produce a new
digital medium and delivery, license buyer will be
charged  a  few  amounts. But it is more less than 
buying a digital medium with license. After payment, 
merchant makes  a  fingerprint  from  digital medium 
and  insert  it  with other required data in RFID and 
attach it on digital medium. In continuance, seller
account on license administrator database will be
disabled and a new account is creating for license
buyer. The result of rights transfer will be sent to 
license seller and buyer and digital medium will be
delivered to license buyer. 

CONCLUSION

A new framework for digital rights management in 
the context of the Internet Open Trading Protocol
(IOTP) for electronic commerce applications and
services was developed. In this framework we used 
fingerprinting as a tool for content based identification 
that characterizes the digital content based on its
representation such as feature or signals and matches 
the result to an entry in a database. Also we used RFID 
as a tool for storing required data during
implementation of the DRM system. In the integrating 
DRM with IOTP, to facilitate in doing transactions in 
using digital content in this framework, we added
phases of (i) Digital rights verification request, (ii)
Digital rights verifications response, (iii) Digital rights 
verifications status, (iv) Usage information update and 
to facilitate rights transfer we introduce a new
transaction type called Rights transfer transaction which 
consists of (i) Digital Rights Transfer Request (ii)
Digital Rights Transfer Response (iii) Digital Rights 
Receive Request (iv) Digital Rights Receive Response 
(v) Digital Rights update. The major difference between 
our proposed rights management system and other
existing rights management systems is that our system 
operates in the IOTP domain, which could be a trend 
and standard for many online business and trading 
services. The proposed structure can also be in
integrated into other trading protocols such as
Electronic Business Executive Markup Language
(ebXML) [12]. Further research will be conducted on 
the interaction in other electronic trading specifications 
and  standards. The  ultimate  objectives of this research

are to provide a rights management system serving 
most of the electronic commerce and services over the 
Internet.
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